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The Growth expected? 

IMF data of country-wise economic projections 

BIMSTEC vs SAARC ? 



Growth is not sufficient; what also matters is Size & Investment 

IMF data of country-wise economic projections 



Size & Growth are not sufficient; what also matters is Savings 

IMF data of country-wise economic projections 

Savings vs Consumption, Discretionaries, Social Security? 



India and SAARC: Top-200 listed companies of 4 SAARC nations 

Bloomberg data on corporate-wise results; Bloomberg covers only these 4 countries (does not include data from Nepal, Bhutan, Maldives) 



India, SAARC and Others: Who needs to “catch-up” ? 

Bloomberg data on corporate-wise results) 

Profit Per Company in Top-200 cos. steadily growing 

Revenue growth YoY higher 



India, SAARC and Others: Who needs to “catch-up” ? 

Bloomberg data on corporate-wise results) 

ROE is above the average, and not declining 

P/E ratios picking up in most smaller markets 



CDCF Portfolio Idea for SAARC Asset Class 

CDCF Basket is author’s idea for a SAARC Asset Class; Data from Bloomberg 

SAARC Basket @ 18-20%: Correlation, Size & Growth in one basket? 



Unexplored as an asset class, then performance is kingmaker? 

CDCF vs External & Internal;   SAFE 100 vs ASEAN ? 



Downside risk when volatility of one countered by others 



Appetite of FPI funds ? 

Bloomberg data on funds) 

% of 90%+ allocation funds 
domiciled locally (local AMC) ? 

Migration from overweights to 
underweights ? 

How much allocation can go 
only to the best basket ? 



Stage of evolution of local corporates? 
(Co. Size vs Journey,    Chasing Growth or Size -- Mkt Size vs Mkt Share,   More New Cos & Sunrise sectors) 

In which stage is SAARC now ? 

Stage of evolution as a Consumer? 
(Discretionaries & aspiration itch,    Pool of middle-income,   Digital adoption) 

 

Stage of evolution as a Producer? 
(Headstart of big-brands,      New-age disruptor brands) 

Scope for RVCs? 
(Products on local problems, Production migration in value-chain) 

Scope for integrated products? 
(ASEAN products also delayed,  Sub-Mekong,  Product structures separate at country-level) 

Asset class outperformance? 
(CDCF vs external & internal,  SAFE vs Asean,  Active basket balancing correlation, size & growth) 



Who needs capital ? 
(Growth cos + Count opportunity ) 

Why integrated financial markets ? 

Who can give it ? 
(Savings Story,    Banks NPA,   Ret. Earning,   FPI,   Closed-end,  VCs,  Superpower) 

Concentration pushes diversification? 
(Wealth concentrating, Demand for diversified ideas) 

Performance deepens interest? 
(Country-dedicated funds with higher allocations) 

Better for local companies ? 
(Valuation,  Volumes,   Cost of capital,    More FPIs) 

Economics + Money > Politics + Military? 
(Risk is also the reason itself,       China’s Silent Army Book) 



Anchors first for the Geo-political mistrust? 

Bringing in a partner country as an anchor investor 

Might help hasten the process of agreements 

Partner countries may need this as much as SAARC 

 

• has strong relations with SAARC members individually 

• has institutional-entities in investments 

• is eyeing investment returns from overseas investments 

• is in proximity to SAARC to have geostrategic stake 



Really? Seriously?  

Logically, better to partner with others than SAARC ? 
(Corporate Performance,   Growth in eco & inv,    RVC,    CDCF & SAFE performance,    Who in Asean,     China role) 

Yes we can   vs   Yes we know                                                              
(Is it sufficient?     Objective: Is Saarc best or bad?) 



Designing product ideas for a volatile region like this? 

Keeping structures separate at country-level? 

Convert region’s unique challenges into ideas? 

Awareness is itself a product? 

Long-term story, so long-oriented institutions? 

Performance has to be kingmaker? 

Marry size, growth & correlation in ONE? 



Products Ideas Based on Integrated Capital Markets for SAARC 



Master ETF with Country-wise 

Feeder/Investment funds  
CDCF Basket Portfolio Idea 

Medical Tourism + Insurance 

Solar Energy Bonds 

Thematics & Frameworks 
Start-ups for SME Platform 



Brands written for… 

Brands worked for… Books written… 
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